
GDC Technology
GDC manufactures the Espedeo Supra-5000, the world's �rst DCI-compliant
all-in-one laser projection system classi�ed Risk Group 2, safe for commercial
mini-theaters and private home cinemas.

Founded in 2006, Espedeo Holdings Limited ("Espedeo") is a global digital cinema display

equipment and solutions provider. We offer the premium commercial cinema projectors,

cinema 3D system equipment and after-sales support service.

We take special pride in the brand and protect your investment with superior customer

service, warranties and technical support.
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Our product development philosophy aims to strike a balance among quality, simplicity,

innovation, and cost e�ciency to help improve the motion picture and homeowners

cinematic experience.

From engineers and software developers to product managers and a vast sales network,

we employ hundreds of passionate people with 13 o�ces and 34 local service centers

around the world.

Visit Our Website  YouTube  LinkedIn  Instagram

Espedeo Supra-5000
Espedeo Supra-5000 RGB+ laser phosphor cinema projector. Perfect for
boothless, no hush-box mini-theatre installations and a cinematic
experience at home and at sea.

BEST OF SHOW WINNER
GDC Technology Espedeo Supra-5000 DCI-
Compliant Laser Projector

There's nothing out there that's quite like GDC's Espedeo Supra-5000, a 5,000-lumen, 2K-
resolution laser projector that distinguishes itself in both the cinema and high-end home
theater worlds by coming equipped with all the internals to play the �rst-run, copy-protected
Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI) packaged content hosted by your local movie theater. Along
with achieving full DCI-P3 color gamut, the Supra-5000 is built on a compact chassis and
designed for quiet operation (less than 35dbA) for mounting directly inside mini-theaters,
screening rooms, yachts, or other con�ned spaces. It's all made possible by GDC's proprietary
tech that integrates a DCI-compliant media server, integrated cinema processor, and DMD
formatter board on one circuit card.



The Espedeo Supra-5000 RGB+ cinema projector is now entering home theatre market

with the quietest, lightest and smallest DCI-compliant RGB+ laser phosphor projector.

Espedeo Supra-5000 is a laser projector with media security and color approved by

Hollywood studios. Supra-5000 received the prestigious 2020 Red Dot Award in the

category of "TV and Home Entertainment" with its sophisticated technical features and

design. Supra-5000 is a professional grade cinema projector that can be ceiling mounted

with no hush-box. The design is perfect for private movie-theatre-like screening in mini-

theaters, conference rooms, hotels, home theaters, yachts and other small venues.

Download

Espedeo Supra-5000 Brochure
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More from Espedeo

Espedeo VM-1140 VESA
Ceiling Mount

The Espedeo VM-1140 is a VESA ceiling mount
designed for in-auditorium or in-home
installation of Espedeo Supra-5000 laser cinema
projector or any digital projector with VESA
mounting. View at Espedeo

Espedeo PM-2000B 3D
Polarized System

The Espedeo PM-2000B is a standalone 3D
polarized system specially developed for
Espedeo Supra-5000 RGB+ laser phosphor
cinema projector using passive polarized
glasses. View at Espedeo


